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Description:
This scheme improves the A386 between Derriford Roundabout and William Prance
Road by converting Derriford Roundabout to a signalised junction and providing
improved bus priority, pedestrian and cycling facilities.
This section of the A386 has been identified as being one of the key strategic locations
on the Northern Corridor and for the city as a whole. The A386 links the north of the
city to the A38 Trunk Road network and the large residential areas of Woolwell,
Estover and Crownhill, as well as key future development sites - most notably those
identified in the Derriford and Seaton Area Action Plan. This large scale development
will generate significantly increased travel demand and place great pressure on the
A386 and its key junctions.
Derriford Roundabout is the largest junction on the Northern Corridor, with the
exception of Manadon junction with the A38 Parkway. The junction is used by most
traffic travelling to and from Derriford Hospital and other key destinations in the
Derriford area, including University College of St Mark and St John and Tamar Science
Park. It is currently configured as a signalised five arm roundabout that has a large
footprint, makes inefficient use of land, and provides limited and ineffective bus priority.
The junction is a congestion hot spot which impacts negatively on the quality and
attractiveness of many local bus services in respect of journey times and bus service
reliability and punctuality.

Figure 1 Proposed layout of Derriford Junction

This scheme will convert the current five arm roundabout into a four arm signalised
crossroads junction. This will reduce congestion, provide capacity for additional growth
and provide improved bus priority and provision for pedestrians and cyclists. It will
improve bus punctuality and reliability and reduce journey times for the High Quality
Public Transport routes between Derriford, Sherford, the City Centre and other key
destinations.
The signalised crossroads will also reduce severance between the east and west sides
of the Derriford community currently caused by the roundabout and it will enable land
to be released for a high quality development that fronts onto the A386. Brest Road will
be stopped up at its northern end and new highway connections created in association
with the planned developments on the North West Quadrant site and the new District
Centre that do not connect to the A386 or Derriford Junction.
The William Prance Road junction will also require upgrading in order to cope with
increased traffic flows and changed patterns of movement to and from the new
Derriford District Centre development proposed in the Derriford and Seaton AAP (to be
delivered by 2016); to maximise bus priority provision through the junction; and to
ensure that this junction and the new Derriford junction work as efficiently as possible
in terms of signalling coordination.
Figure 2 Proposed layout of William Prance Road Junction

Bus priority measures will be finalised during the detailed design stage. At this stage It
is intended that they will include:





continuous bus lanes northbound and southbound through Derriford junction
along Tavistock Road;
a right turn bus lane for northbound buses turning from Tavistock Road into
Derriford Road, feeding into a bus lane on Derriford Road;
an early left turn bus lane from Derriford Road to enable buses turning left onto
Tavistock Road to bypass the signalised junction entirely;
a northbound bus lane through William Prance Road Junction.

Measures to improve provision for pedestrians and cyclists will be finalised during the
detailed design stage. It is intended that provision for cyclists will include Advance Stop
Lines and other measures and facilities commensurate with Tavistock Road, Derriford
Road and William Prance Road‟s statuses as routes on Plymouth‟s formally adopted
Strategic Cycle Network.
The improvement through reconfiguration of Derriford Junction and the related
improvement of William Prance Road Junction were identified in the Derriford
Transport Strategy (DTS) as necessary elements of a wide ranging package of hard
and soft measures without which the successful delivery of essential housing and
employment developments set out in the Derriford & Seaton AAP (and a key element
of the city‟s growth agenda) could be compromised.
PCC commissioned its highways partnering consultant, Amey Ltd. to undertake an
Options Study to develop and assess a broad range of discreet and complementary
alternatives for the improvement of the A386 and junction between Derriford
Roundabout and William Prance Road. Options assessed included:
 Busway
 Bus lane (3.65m)
 4.5m Bus lanes and remaining carriageway divided equally
 „Boris Blue‟ Cycle Superhighway (including through junctions)
 Roundabout at William Prance Road junction
 Flyover at William Prance Road junction with roundabout below
 Connect Sendalls Way to William Prance Road junction
 Pedestrian/cycle bridge over William Prance Road
 „Hamburger‟ layout at the junction of Tavistock road / Derriford Road
 Signalised cross roads including Brest Road arm of junction at the junction of
Tavistock road / Derriford Road
 Derriford Roundabout replaced with signalised crossroads
 Flyover at the junction of Tavistock road / Derriford Road
 Double Roundabout at the junction of Tavistock road / Derriford Road including
Brest Road
The improvements now proposed for Derriford Junction and William Prance Road
Junction are the eventual outcome of this iterative option assessment process.
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Strategic
Identified problems and objectives
Existing problems
The A386 from Derriford Roundabout to William Prance Road currently experiences
high traffic flows, congestion and delays during peak traffic periods and handles very
large traffic flows in the inter-peak periods. It also handles a very large number of bus
movements (888 per weekday) as Derriford Hospital is the location served by most
buses in the city after the city centre. Bus operators report that congestion is causing
difficulties for them in terms of maintaining reliable punctual services during the peak
periods. Congestion contributes to a poor pedestrian and cycle environment and
noise pollution and air pollution. Congestion along the Northern Corridor has already
led to the designation of an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) at Mutley Plain,
and air pollution at Crownhill approaches levels that would require AQMA
designation. Pedestrian and cycle severance is a problem at and between Derriford
junction and William Prance Road junction.
Figures 3 illustrates low average vehicle speeds and queuing on all five approaches
to and within Derriford Junction during the morning peak. It shows the same on the
southbound approach to William Prance Road Junction
Figure 3 Average Speeds (all vehicles) 1/910 to 31/8/11 Mon to Fri 0800-0900

Figures 4 illustrates low average vehicle speeds and queuing on all five approaches
(especially Derriford Road) to and within Derriford Junction during the evening peak.

Figure 4 Average Speeds (all vehicles) 1/910 to 31/8/11 Mon to Fri 1700-1800

Figure 5 Bus journey time variation, Derriford Road to Great Berry Road (a.m. peak)

Figure 5 illustrates the high degree of journey time variation for buses travelling
southbound from Derriford Road, through Derriford Roundabout and William Prance
Road Junction in the a.m. peak. The average journey time is 5:25 minutes. The
maximum recorded journey time is 12;30 minutes and the lowest recorded journey
time is 2:44 minutes.
Figure 6 Bus journey time variation, Derriford Road to Great Berry Road (p.m. peak)

Figure 6 illustrates the high degree of journey time variation for buses travelling
southbound from Derriford Road, through Derriford Roundabout and William Prance
Road Junction in the p.m. peak. The average journey time is 5:53 minutes. The

maximum recorded journey time is 15:38 minutes and the lowest recorded journey
time is 2:48 minutes.
Future growth
Plymouth has been designated as a Growth Point and it is expected that the
population will increase from 256,000 to 300,000 by 2026. New and innovative
transport solutions are therefore needed to facilitate this growth.
Large scale development plans are proposed in the Derriford and Seaton AAP and
are a key element of the city‟s growth agenda as set out in the city‟s adopted Core
Strategy. Development will include 2950 new homes, 116,000 sq m of commercial
and healthcare development, a new district shopping centre, and new community
facilities including a new primary school. All of which will create approximately 8000
new jobs - many of which will be in economic growth sectors set out in the city‟s
Local Economic Strategy. The AAP was subject to Examination in Public in March
2013 and subject to approval will be adopted in August 2013.
Impact of future growth
These new developments, as well as new developments elsewhere in the city, will
generate significantly increased travel demand and place great pressure on the A386
and its key junctions.
Strategic traffic modelling work undertaken to inform the development of the Derriford
Transport Strategy (DTS) (a supporting document to the AAP) indicated that in order
to maintain a functioning highway network, proposed AAP developments would need
to achieve very high levels of travel by sustainable modes. Accordingly, the DTS
proposed the delivery of a range of transport infrastructure improvements aimed at
improving connectivity and permeability in the Derriford area by sustainable modes,
and with a particular focus on improving the provision of bus priority.
Improvements to Derriford Junction are needed to ensure that additional travel
demand generated by AAP developments can be accommodated, with a particular
emphasis on sustainable modes. William Prance Road junction will require upgrading
in order to cope with increased traffic flows and changed patterns of movement to
and from the new Derriford District Centre development proposed in the Derriford
and Seaton AAP to maximise bus priority provision through the junction; and to
ensure that this junction and the new Derriford junction work as efficiently as possible
in terms of traffic signal coordination.
Options to address current and future problems on the A386 between Derriford
Junction and William Prance Road were explored as part of a study commissioned
by Plymouth City Council to produce aNorthern Corridor Whole Route
Implementation Plan. The scheme proposed within this document was identified as
the preferred option.
Scheme Objectives
To address the problems outlined above, the following objectives have been
identified for the scheme:
 Provide transport infrastructure to support the planned growth in the Derriford
and Seaton area;
 Reduce congestion and improve vehicular journey times;







Provide dedicated bus priority;
Improve bus journey times relative to equivalent car journeys;
Improve reliability and punctuality of bus journey times;
Increase walking and cycling through improved cycle link connectivity,
providing safer on and off-line routes and reduced journey times;
Provide environmental enhancements including where possible retention of
established trees and the planting of new trees, along with the creation of new
and protection of existing habitat.

Other corridor improvements
Increasing pressure on the Northern Corridor resulting from development-related
growth in travel demand is driving the developments of other highway improvement
schemes on the corridor. These include the Woolwell to the George Improvement
Scheme and the Marjons Link Road Scheme (which we are seeking funding for
under the DfT‟s Local Pinch Point Fund).
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Scale of Impact

1

2
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4
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X

The impact of this scheme will be very significant. It is a key element of the
infrastructure package required to enable the successful delivery of developments
planned for in the Derriford and Seaton AAP, which is a significant contributor to the
planned growth in the city.
Strategic AAP traffic modelling has already shown a reconfigured Derriford Junction
to perform better under the increased demands from the developments; some
developments will not be able to be delivered without this improvement due to the
proximity of development sites and the travel demands from those developments.
The reconfiguration of Derriford junction will improve bus priority by providing
dedicated turning lanes and priority phases to enable faster more reliable turning
movements between the A386 and Derriford road than the current signalised
roundabout configuration, which provides limited and inadequately effective bus
priority. This will improve bus journey times relative to cars and enable greater bus
service reliability and punctuality. It will offer opportunities to make it easier for
pedestrians to cross in all directions, but especially east / west across the A386. By
enabling improvements to the public transport offer in Derriford and along the
northern corridor it will enable and generate mode shift and prevent congestions
growth and the growth of the negative impacts of congestion.

Figure 7 12 hour traffic flows Derriford Junction to William Prance Road Junction,
07:00 – 19:00 (2012)
The modification of William Prance Road junction will prevent traffic growth arising
from the delivery of AAP developments on the east of the A386 (in particular the
delivery of the planned new District Shopping Centre on the former Seaton Barracks
site) from impeding free flowing north / south movement of buses and cyclists
through this key northern corridor junction. This will contribute to maintaining

improved bus journey times relative to cars and greater bus service reliability and
punctuality. Opportunities will be maximised to make it easier for pedestrians to cross
in all directions, but especially east / west across the A386, to ensure good
accessibility between the new District Shopping Centre and new residential
developments planned on the west side of the A386.
Figure 7 summarises traffic flow data from a 2012 survey. It shows that in a 12 hour
period 37,000 vehicles travel along Tavistock Road northbound to or southbound
from Derriford Roundabout; 45,000 vehicles travel along Tavistock Road northbound
to or southbound from William Prance Road Junction; and, 18,000 vehicles travel
along Derriford Road eastbound from or westbound to Derriford Roundabout. This is
a very large number of current users who will benefit from the improvements at this
location and does not include future trips that will be generated by large scale
Derriford & Seaton AAP developments.
Impact on local network
In order to understand if the scheme has any undesirable consequences on
neighbouring sections of the transport network, this scheme (including all merges on
approaches and exits) has been tested using a S-Paramics corridor model.
The model takes into account the impact of the scheme on the whole corridor and
extends from the city boundary in the north to Manadon Roundabout in the south.
The impacts of improvements at Derriford Junction and William Prance Road
Junction (e.g. which may result in traffic arriving upstream or downstream junctions
sooner) have been included within the overall scheme performance which will thus
be carried forward and included within the economic appraisal.
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Fit with wider transport and government
objectives
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The scheme does not contravene state aid rules or present any other legal difficulties
related to the EU. It supports the principles set out within the 2007 European Green
Paper Towards a New Culture for Urban Mobility particularly with regard to improving
fluidity in towns by improving public transport reliability and connectivity.
The scheme is in support of the Derriford and Seaton Area Action Plan which has
been submitted to the Secretary of State Communities and Local Government for
Examination in Public which is took place in late March 2013. The AAP is a key
element of Plymouth‟s growth plan which is designed to increase the population of
the city from 256,000 to 300,000 by 2026 and raise the prosperity and quality of life
of all residents. This fits with Government policy for economic growth (Plan for
Growth, HM Treasury 2011) by investing in infrastructure which enables jobs creation
and new homes. Please see table in “fit with other objectives” for more detail.
Government priorities for sustainable growth and carbon management are supported
by the scheme by improving the quality of travel options by non-car modes but
without detriment to other users. Increased active travel will support Department for
Health policies on increasing levels of physical activity.
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Fit with other objectives
Policy
Document

Objective

Plymouth City Council Corporate Plan 2012 to 2015

1. Deliver Growth

3. Reducing Inequalities

1

2

3

4

5
X

Scheme Fit
Derriford Junction is a key strategic
location along A386 providing access to
the regional hospital at Derriford, the
University of St Mark & St John, Tamar
Science Park and a number of
proposed development sites.
The junction improvements complement
the Council‟s Market Recovery Scheme
as it will put in place a proportion of the
strategic transport infrastructure that will
support new residential and
employment based development in the
Derriford area such as the North West
Quadrant and Tamar Science Park.
The scheme will provide significant
improvements for public transport,
pedestrians, cyclists and drivers.
The new junction will reduce crossing
distances, this will help people who are
mobility and / or visually impaired to
access shops and services
independently.
Increased accessibility and reduced
community severance will enable more

Local Transport Plan

4. Value for Money

Link Communities Together
High quality transport standards for
a vibrant economy
Make walking, cycling and public
transport the desirable choice

Derriford and
Local Economic
Seaton AAP
Strategy –
(Submitted Dec Revised Centres
2011)
Action Plan 2011

Use transport to drive the local
economy

Plymouth
Core
Strategy
2006 –
2021
(Adopted
April
2007)

Improve Connectivity and
Infrastructure

Proposal DS17 – Changing Travel
Behaviour
Proposal DS18 – Transport
Infrastructure Improvements

Policy CS27 -Supporting Strategic
Infrastructure Proposals

local people including the BME
community to use the local facilities.
Improved reliability of bus journey times
will benefit those who do not have
access to a car.
The Scheme will help reduce the
negative impact of traffic growth thereby
assisting the viability of the proposed
Derriford District Centre and other local
businesses.
Other VFM benefits will be achieved
through:
 Journey time savings;
 Reduced carbon footprint;
 Reduced congestion;
 Safety improvements;
 Reduced operating and
maintenance costs by
rationalising the amount of
infrastructure and street
furniture required.
The scheme provides improved
pedestrian, cycle and public transport
links between communities and
services and reduces severance by
improving crossing facilities.
The scheme improves the reliability of
journeys and improves the resilience of
the transport networks.
The scheme improves provision for non
car modes and makes journeys by
these modes easier.
The scheme supports the delivery of the
Local Development Framework (see
below) and Local Economic Strategy by
enabling sustainable growth.
The scheme improves infrastructure
which will enable better connectivity
between the key Centres of Derriford,
Sherford and the City Centre.

The scheme improves provision for non
car modes and makes journeys by
these modes easier.
The scheme is included as part of the
package infrastructure which is
necessary to support the delivery of
growth.
The scheme improves provision public
transport by delivering elements of
infrastructure necessary for the HQPT
network e scheme improves provision
public transport by delivering elements
of infrastructure necessary for the
HQPT network

Policy CS28 - Local Transport
Considerations

The scheme improves accessibility by
making better provision for non-car
modes.
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Key uncertainties
The Derriford and Seaton AAP has yet to be adopted and is subject to the outcome
of the Examination In Public that was undertaken in March 2013.
The anticipated phasing of new developments in the Derriford area is set out in the
Derriford Delivery Framework (an evidence base document for the AAP). However,
this may be accelerated or delayed depending on future economic conditions.
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Degree of consensus over outcomes
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Plymouth‟s third Local Transport Plan (LTP3) clearly sets out that the focus for
improvements from 2011 to 2026 will be on corridors, and infrastructure
improvements prioritised towards travel by sustainable modes. The Northern
Corridor, which includes the Derriford Roundabout and William Prance Road
junctions, is identified as one of the city‟s areas of planned growth and it is
recognised that a number of infrastructure projects will be required to accommodate
the levels of growth predicted. Delivery of the Derriford Roundabout scheme is
included in the LTP3 Implementation Plan for delivery from 2016 onwards. LTP3 was
subject to a thorough and wide ranging public and stakeholder consultation.
Many stakeholders (including Highways Agency and the Chamber of Commerce) are
supportive of outcomes. The modification of Derriford Junction into a four arm
crossroads has been included as a proposal in several iterations of the Derriford &
Seaton AAP, each of which has been subject to formal public consultation.
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Economic
Economic growth
Connectivity

Reliability
Resilience
Delivery of
Growth

What impact on end to end journey time?
What impact on public transport end to end journey time
Does it impact cost of travel?
Impact on journey time variability or average delay?
Impact on number of incidents?
Impact on the resilience of our infrastructure?
Will the option facilitate new housing / employment /
retail?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

This scheme is a key element of the Derriford Transport Strategy, which sets out the
infrastructure and softer measures needed to facilitate and enable the delivery of a
large element of the city‟s planned future growth. Failure to respond to large scale
growth in travel demand in the Derriford area and along the Northern Corridor has
the potential to prevent full delivery of new development – approximately 2950
homes and 116,000 sq. m. of commercial development (see Figure 6).
Figure 6 Derriford AAP development quantums

Derriford & Seaton AAP

Residential
(dwellings)

Employment
2
(m )

Retail
2
(m )

2,950

116,000

26,000

Development sites along the Northern Corridor and in the city centre make up 20% of
the proposed residential dwellings, 41% of employment space and 65% of retail
space of the overall planned development for the whole city by 2026. A significant
number of trips generated from these sites are expected to use the A386 Tavistock
Road route. Without intervention, the existing network will not be able to cope with
the additional demand that trips from these development sites will produce.
The scheme will reduce congestion growth in the future, impacting positively on end
to end journey times and fuel use costs for bus operators and motorists. It will
provide improved bus priority thereby reducing bus journey times and reducing bus
journey time variability.

Figure 8 Derriford and Seaton AAP Proposals Map
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Wider Economic Benefits
WITA
Assessment

Assessment of the move to more / less productive jobs
Agglomeration – Is the scheme located within a FUR?
Labour supply impacts
Output supply in imperfectly competitive markets

Yes No
x
x
x
x

The scheme directly contributes to the local economy and will help to stimulate the
growth identified in the economic growth section of this document.
The reduction in congestion and delay will offer improved access to employment
areas and will provide journey time savings for the travelling public. Similarly reduced
delays will offer wider economic benefits for businesses thereby reducing time
wastage and transport costs which will help to improve local economic efficiency for
businesses and freight.
The scheme will also be of particular benefit to bus operators who will be able to offer
more efficient and reliable services as well as reduce vehicle operating costs for
example through fuel and time savings.
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Carbon emissions
Embedded Carbon
Carbon Content

Is significant construction work required?
Does the option involve a lower carbon fuel?

Efficiency
Activity

Does fuel per vehicle-km change?
Does vehicle-km change?

Yes
x

No
x
X

+
X

The scheme will tackle congestion thereby reducing idling and slow moving traffic.
This will reduce fuel / vehicle km consumption for bus operators and motorists.
The scheme will deliver bus journey time and reliability benefits, thereby encouraging
mode shift and reducing vehicle km overall.
It will also offer benefits to cyclists, which will encourage mode shift to cycling and
reduce vehicle km.
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Socio-distributional impacts and the regions
Regeneration

Does it impact on accessibility to key locations?
Does it impact on connectivity to central business
districts?
Does it impact on a Regeneration Area(s)?
Assessment of Regeneration required?
(If Yes to any of the above or scheme cost > £5m)

Yes No
X
X
X
X

It is not considered that the proposals for the Derriford Roundabout and William
Prance Road scheme will adversely affect any specific groups of people. (An Equality
Impact Assessment has been undertaken).
The scheme will improve accessibility by bus and bicycle from almost all parts of the
city to current and planned destinations in the Derriford area, including from deprived
areas of the city in the south and west.
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Local environment
Traffic on the Northern Corridor will grow as planned developments in the area come
forward. This poses risks in terms of increasing congestion causing worsening air
quality. This scheme will reduce congestion growth by improving the efficiency of the
junction in terms of vehicle throughput, and maximising bus priority, improving bus
journey times and reliability thereby encouraging mode shift away from car use.
A full environmental impact assessment for the scheme has yet to take place

Streetscape
The scheme will have a smaller footprint than the existing junction, and will to a small
degree therefore be less visually intrusive. Improvements to the pedestrian crossing
facilities will reduce the severance effect of the A386 and of the junction itself in all
directions.
The new junction will allow new development to take place on surplus land. This has
the potential to allow the creation of new landmark buildings as a gateway to the city,
to rejuvenate a diffuse neighbourhood, and bring the western and eastern sides of
the neighbourhood closer together physically and practically by reducing severance.

Landscape
Some mature trees located on the roundabout island and in the central reserve to the
south of the exiting junction are likely to be lost.
Policy DS01 of the Derriford and Seaton AAP sets the framework to which the
transport routes will need to conform in terms of integration into the new environment
and maintaining existing landscape features.
Proposal DS21 of the Derriford and Seaton AAP is the Glacis Park Green Corridor
which crosses the A386 between Derriford junction and William Prance Rd junction.
This is an important part of the Green Infrastructure Network that will enable people
and wildlife to move between green spaces as well as providing an attractive natural
feature within the urban form.
Heritage
Crownhill Fort and Glacis and Drake‟s Leat are both significant historical assets
which are close to the improvements at both junctions but will not be directly
impacted by the reconfigurations. All works will be carried out in accordance with
Policy DS03 of the Derriford and Seaton AAP and in consultation with PCC‟s Historic
Environment Officer.
Air Quality
There is no AQMA currently within the scheme boundary. The scheme aims to
manage traffic such that air quality does not deteriorate.
Noise levels
The area of the scheme is not currently a DEFRA noise action priority site. The
scheme aims to manage traffic such that noise levels do not deteriorate.

Flood risk
Environment Agency data confirms that Derriford Junction, William Prance Road
Junction and the A386 between them do not fall within a flood warning area or a flood
alert area. The A386 at this location runs along a high ridge of land that drains west
to the River Tamar and east to the River Plym. Figure X below illustrates that the
area of flood risk for the watercourse running through Whitleigh Valley (to the west) is
approximately 200m from the A386 and the area of flood risk for the watercourse
running through Bircham Valley is approximately 250m from Derriford Junction.
Figure 9 Flood risk from rivers (Environment Agency)
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Well being
Physical activity
The scheme offers benefits in terms of encouraging and enabling walking and cycling
by providing improved pedestrian and cycle infrastructure – improving the user
experience and reducing journey times by those modes. This in turn will offer health
benefits to the city population, and the economic benefits associated with them.
Current drawings do not include detailed design of cycle provision. These features
will be fully incorporated in the next phase of design.
Impact on severance
By tackling severance and enabling the delivery of new development in the area,
including a new district centre, the scheme will encourage and enable more local
journeys to be made by foot and bike. In particular the Whitleigh Neighbourhood
which lies to the West of A386 is one of the most deprived neighbourhoods in the city
and will benefit from improved access to local shops and services at the Derriford
District Centre through the Glacis Green Corridor and improved crossing facilities at
William Prance Road.

Air quality
Air quality benefits (preventing worsening air quality by preventing congestion
growth) will also be delivered.
Accidents
Accident data (2007-11) shows one fatal incident, two serious incidents and 33 slight
incidents within the scheme area. A full accident study will be carried out as part of
the scheme design process to understand accident trends and determine mitigation
measures which need to be designed into the new junction arrangements.
Vulnerability to terrorism
It is not considered that the scheme will have any effect on vulnerability to terrorism.
Fear of crime
It is not considered that the scheme will have any identifiable effect on fear of crime.
Access to health services
Derriford Hospital is a sub-regional centre for a wide range of health services. Its
location towards the city‟s northern periphery presents accessibility problems for
residents reliant upon public transport (low income households, the elderly and
disabled) as journeys for many involve the use of two bus services each way – one
into the city centre and one from the city centre to the hospital. This was a focus of
attention under the Derriford Hospital Accessibility Action Plan (2010). Maintaining
and reducing bus journey times along the A386 and through Derriford Junction is key
to maximising the proportion of residents who can travel to the hospital within 30
minutes.
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Expect Value for Money Category

Documents:

1

2

3

4

5
X

Managerial
Implementation timetable

1. 0-1 months
2. 1-6 months
3. 6-12 months
4. 1-2 years
5. 2-5 years
6.5-10 years
7. 10+ years
Don‟t Know

X

The scheme has been worked up to a feasibility standard, which has included
optioneering design and testing.
Yr 1
Q1

Yr 1
Q2

Yr 1
Q3

Yr 1
Q4

Yr 2
Q1

Yr 2
Q2

Yr 2
Q3

Yr 2
Q4

Outline design
Planning Permission
Land Assembly
Detailed design &
procure.
Construction
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Public acceptability

1

2

3

4
X

5

An indicative version of the scheme was included in the Derriford Transport Strategy
and was identified in AAP proposals that have been out to public consultation more
than once. The idea of the scheme is therefore in the public domain. The scheme
attracted little specific response – for or against in those public consultation
exercises.
Once funding approval is given for the scheme a full public consultation exercise will
be undertaken.
It is anticipated that the public will be concerned about the highway impacts of a long
delivery period impacting on a key route and a key junction in the city. However, the
impacts will be minimised wherever possible through effective highway management
during construction and early publicity and engagement with the travelling public.
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Practical feasibility

1

2

3

4

5
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An illustrative scheme has already been subject to an outline feasibility and costing
assessment by Amey Ltd. All the land required is within the highway boundary/PCC
owned land or within the adjacent development sites. There are no significant
topographical challenges. Network management during construction will be
challenging however.
The scheme has been tested using a microsimulation traffic model which has
demonstrated its practicality and effectiveness. The scheme reduces journey times
and is anticipated to improve journey time reliability as a result of removing
congestion..
Project Governance
Once funding has been secured a Project Steering Group will be established to
oversee the development and delivery of the Derriford Roundabout scheme and will
meet on a monthly basis. A Project Manager, responsible for delivering the whole
project, will also be appointed and they will report directly to the Project Steering
Group.

The Project Manager will be responsible for co-ordinating the delivery of the
individual scheme elements, identifying key interdependencies and ensuring that the
overall project is delivered to programme, quality and budget. The Council has an
adopted set of Project Management Procedures to improve the control of its projects
and the Project Manager will ensure these are adhered to and will report to the
Council's Capital Delivery Board, which oversees the delivery of all Capital Schemes
within the Council.
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What is the quality of the supporting evidence
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Data




Traffic counts were undertaken in 2012 along the Northern Corridor to
calibrate the Northern Corridor Saturn and S-Paramics Models.
Accident data has been obtained using www.crashmap.co.uk which uses
police accidents data that is approved by the DfT..
Bus journey time and variability information has been obtained from the
Authority‟s Real Time Passenger Information (RTPI) GIS system. Which
stores a database of up to the minute bus journey time information utilising
on-board GPS technology for the main busoperators in the city.

Modelling
The scheme has been developed and assessed using S-Paramics microsimulation
and the Plymouth Saturn Model. Traffic counts were undertaken in order to calibrate
the Plymouth Saturn model and to generate future years forecasting which will take
account of strategic re-routing. The flow matrices were then directly input in the SParamics Northern Corridor model so that the scheme could be better assessed and
understood in relation to impacts on neighbouring junctions and to consider driver
behavioural changes.
Design
The scheme design has been produced by Plymouth‟s partnering consultant Amey
Ltd. The scheme design has been informed by topographical surveys, a Buildability
Review and a NRSWA utility survey. The evolution of the scheme design has been
tested using an S-Paramics local junction model.
Costs
The scheme construction costs have been produced by PCC‟s partnering consultants
Amey Ltd. Their recent experience in delivering the East End Transport Scheme
(EETS) means that they have excellent access to supply chain partners and are in a
strong position to apply the information gained through the delivery of the EETS to
this scheme. A Quantified Risk Assessment has been produced using the Monte
Carlo Simulation system in order to provide a robust cost estimate for the scheme
and minimise future risks.
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Key risks
1. Construction cost increases due to unknown physical factors e.g. ground
conditions etc.
The consequence of this would be that either not enough funding is available or that
there is less time to address overspends. Risk will be mitigated by carrying out
detailed surveys and assessments at early stage.
2. Planning approval delayed or not given.
The consequence of this would be that the Planning Conditions unknown going into
Detailed Design and Target Cost. Risk will be mitigated by early pre-application
discussions to take place to understand what will be required.
3. Additional Utility works required
The consequence of this would be that additional costs and programme delays may
be incurred. Risk will be mitigated by carrying out early assessment of utility
information through NRSWA enquiries.
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Financial
Affordability
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The cost of the scheme is £12.7m. It is proposed that £2.54m is funded through
Developer Contributions and £10.16m through major scheme funding. Due to the
level of major scheme funding sought being approximately a quarter of the funding
available this scheme is deemed to be affordable.
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Capital Cost (£m)

£ 12.7 m

The total cost of the scheme in Q1 2015 prices is £12.7m.
The costs have been derived based on a preliminary level design however a
Quantified Risk Assessment has been undertaken and included in the cost plan.
Optimism Bias of 15% has been applied to reflect the relatively early stage of design
The construction cost estimates have been prepared by Amey LG, Plymouth‟s
partnering consultants, based upon rates identified in the sample schemes within the
Highway Services contract, rates generated through market testing or from recent
experience of projects of a similar nature for example the East End Transport
Scheme. Additional costs have then been added for costs to be incurred directly by
Plymouth City Council such as land, project management and legal fees.
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Revenue Costs (£m)
An estimate of the additional revenue implications as a result of the scheme has identified an
increase of approximately £25,000 per year. These additional costs will be met from
Plymouth's existing revenue annual maintenance budgets.
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Development Contributions (£m)
£2.54 million of Developer Contributions are allocated to this scheme.
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£2.54m

Cost Profile
Earliest Start Date
Expenditure
Source
Local Authority
Developer
LTB
Total

Yr 1

Yr 2

1,000,000

1,540,000
10,160,000
11,700,000

1,000,000

Yr 3

Yr 4

Preparation works to complete the design and secure all the necessary planning
permissions would occur in Year 1and construction for the scheme is anticipated to
be undertaken in Year 2.
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Cost Risk
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Quantity Increase Risk - Design at Feasibility Stage - assumptions made on
drainage, construction depths, types of construction
Price Increase Risk - Design at Feasibility Stage - assumptions made on drainage,
construction depths, types of construction
Allowances for Risk have been made within the overall cost plan along with the
application of Optimism Bias of 15% to reflect the relatively early stage of design.
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Commercial
Flexibility of option
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The scheme has some degree of flexibility in terms of potential to be scaled up or
down however scaling down the project will erode the benefits and is likely to impact
upon the outcomes that the scheme is trying to deliver.
Once construction has started it would be difficult to stop the scheme as the location
is a live traffic site which could not simply be left uncompleted. The scheme could
potentially be stopped prior to construction however this could result in cost
implications as by this point the Council would be committed to the purchase of land
which is likely to have legal implications.
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Where is funding coming from?
The funding is a combination of Developer Contributions and major scheme funding.
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Any income generated (£m)
The scheme will not generate any income however it is anticipated that during the
design process opportunities can be taken to reduce on-going maintenance costs for
example through minimising infrastructure.
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